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Reinforced Concrete Beams with High Tension Shear Reinforcement
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SUMMARY
Reinforced concrete structures have frequently suffered heavy damage by shear failure in reinforced
concrete members during strong earthquakes. This paper describes the experimental results concerning
the effectiveness of the high tension shear reinforcement on the shear failure, and the analytical results
concerning the shear transfer carried by the shear resistant elements across the critical inclined crack
near the ultimate shear strength in beams.

RESUME
Des poutres en beton arm6 ont souvent souffert de grands dommages d'effort tranchant pendant les
seismes. Cette contribution döcrit les resultats experimentaux concernant l'utilit-§ d'6triers ä trös haute
resistance et les resultats analytiques concernant le comportement de ces etriers avant la ruine.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Bei starken Erdbeben wird bei Stahlbetonbauteilen oft Schubversagen beobachtet. Im Beitrag werden
die experimentellen Ergebnisse über die Wirksamkeit hochfesten Bewehrungsstahls auf den
Schubwiderstand vorgestellt und analytische Ergebnisse über die Schubkraftübertragung der Bewehrung im
kritischen Riss präsentiert.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent research works regarding the effectiveness of shear reinforcement have been
primarily devoted to the members with the ordinary shear reinforcement whose yield
stress was about 340 MPa. Although several investigations have included the members
with the high tension shear reinforcement, the factors affecting the ultimate shear
strength of members with the high tension shear reinforcement have not been systematically

studied. Then, the experimental study was carried out in order to seize the
real phenomenon concerning the effectiveness of the high tension shear reinforcement
in beams. The analytical study was carried out in order to examine the mechanism of
shear transfer carried by the shear resistant elements across the inclined crack
near the ultimate shear strength. The analytical method was the FEM linear analysis
using the modeis with some inclined cracks as many as the experimental results.
2. EXPERIMENRAL STUDY

2.1 Outline of the experimental study

Nine speeimens designed to investigate the ultimate shear strength were tested as
shown in Table 1. The primary factors were the shear span ratio a/D, the yield
stress of the shear reinforcement wOy (MPa), and the shear reinforcement ratio pw {%)

as shown in Table 1. All speeimens had the same cross section b x D 18cm x 40cm)
as shown in Fig.l. The compressive strength ca-g were 27.6 MPa in case of a/D =1.0,
and the 31.8 MPa in case of a/D =1.5 and the yield stress of or 0.2% proof stress
of the shear reinforcement wOy were the ränge from 250 to 1370 MPa as shown in Table
1. The high tension shear reinforcement was the heat treated steel called ULUBON.

Loading was carried out in an anti-symmetrical method as shown in Fig.2. The shear
force P(N) was measured by the load cells between the oil jacks and the stubs of
speeimen, and the relative deformation 6(mm) was measured by the electric gages as
shown in Fig.2.

cOjj: Compressive strength of concrete (MPa)
a/D: Shear span ratio
Pt, :Amount of shear reinforcement (Z)
«ö«: Yield stress of shear reinforcement (MPa)

sTc: - Qc/bj (MPa) Qc: First Inclined crack
sTu: ¦ Qu/bj (MPa) Qu: Ultimate shear strength

S : Shear failure mode
F : Flexural failure mode

No. c°B a/D Pw w°y sTc sTu mode

1 27.6 1.0 0.0 1.10 1.87 S

2 27.6 1.0 0.3-1 345 1.82 4.87 S

3 27.6 1.0 0.34 1361 1.46 6.47 S

4 31.8 1.5 0.0 1.29 2.01 S

5 31.8 1.5 0.28 250 0.93 3.53 s

6 31.8 1.5 0.28 674 i.10 5.13 s

7 31.8 1.5 0.28 1322 0.96 6.04 S

8 31.8 1.5 0.56 250 1.27 4.58 s

9 31.8 1.5 0.56 1370 1.65 6.92 F

Table 1 Speeimens and Experimental Value
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2.2 Experimental results and discussion

2.2.1 Failure mode

The failure mode of speeimens expect the No.9 was the shear failure type as shown
in photo.l, and the failure mode of No.9 was the flexural failure type after the
flexural tensile yielding of longitudinal reinforcement.
2.2.2 Effect of wöy

Fig.3, 4 and 5 were the p(Mpa) - 6(mm) curves in case of a/D 1.5 under the same
value of pw(= 0.28%) which the yield stress of shear reinforcement „Oy in Fig.3,
4 and 5 was 354, 674 and 1323 Mpa.
The effectiveness of w°"y on the shear strength and deformation capacity could be
remarkably observed from those figures, so that it was found that the seismic
ability of RC members colud be improved by using the high tension shear reinforcement

instead of the ordinary strength.

"K

¦¦ /

Photo.l Behaviour of cracks after the shear failure (a/D=1.0)
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2.2.3 Consideration for the effect of ^Oy

Fig.6 and 7 show the P(Mpa) - 6(mm) curves under the same value of pw(= 0.56%).
Fig.6 was with wöy =250 Mpa, and the Fig.7 was with wöy =1323 Mpa. As shown in
Fig.6 and 7, the effectiveness of high tension could be remarkably observed more
than ordinary strength too.
Fig.8 and 9 show the relation between the shear force and the strain of shear
reinforcement measured hy the wire strain gages in above speeimens. Those figures
indicated the essential cause for the large effectiveness of the high tension shear
reinforcement on P(Mpa) - 6(mm) curves. After all, the strain of shear reinforcement

increased remarkably after the first inclined crack in both speeimens. But as
soon as the ordinary shear reinforcement had reached near the yield strain Ey
1214p the speeimens with ordinary strength failured. On the other hand,the high
tension shear reinforcement not reached the yield strain £y 6424 u yet, so
that the speeimen with the high tension could keep the more shear strength than the
speeimen with ordinary strength.

x 1G*N)

Pmax 50.0 x 10''N Pw 0.56 %

250 MPa

x 10-N) Pmax 76.0 x lO-N

pw 0.56 %

„°y 1370 MPa
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6 (mm)
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Fig.6 p - 6 curve (No.8) Fig.7 p - 6 curve (No.9)
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3. ANALYTICAL STUDY

3.1 Outline
The purpose in this analytical study is to investigate the shear transfer carried
by the shear resistant elements across the critical inclined crack near ultimate
shear strength. At first in this study, the analytical model having some inclined
cracks as many as the experimental results on the shear failure was produced, and
the reasonable propriety of the model was inspected. And then the shear transfer
carried by the shear resistant elements across the inclined crack was examined by
the results of the parameter analysis used this model subjected to the unit shear
force Qunit(= 98. xl°2 N 1-° tonf)
3.2 Analytical model

Fig.10 (a/D= 1.0) and 11 (a/D= 1.5) show the analytical modeis. FEM modeis was
produced by refering to the shear behavior on the Status that some inclined cracks
oecurred as shown in Photo.l. Fig.12 shows the relation between the shear force SQU

and each shear transfer Qw, Qc, Qd carried by the shear resistant elements across
the inclined crack. The parameters in this model in case of a/D= 1.5 were the
amount of the shear reinforcement ratio p„(%))the yield stress of reinforcement yöy
(Mpa) and the amount of the longitudinal reinforcement pt, pc(%). Elements properties

(young's modulus Ec and Es, poisson's ratio and bond links x,yKb) in this FEM

model were used as shown in Table 2.
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Bond Linkt» ol

S.

S

Steel Shear
Reinforcement

2--0su
Fig.10 Analytical model a/D 1.0
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:.2i0
Fig.11 Analytical model a/D =1.5)
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3.3 Discussion of analytical results
3.3.1 Analytical method

The comparison between the analytical and experimental results at the ultimate
shear strength SQU(=37.24 x lO^N =38.0 tonf) were shown in following Fig.13. Fig.13
showed the strain distribution of shear reinforcement. It could be comfirmed that
those analytical result nearly coincided with the experimental results in above
figures, so that the analytical method was one of the effective methods in order to
investigate the ultimate shear behavior in RC beams.

Concrete element Steel element
Young*s modulus 2.0 x 10* MPa 2.0 x 103 MPa

Poisson's ratio 0.167 2 333
Bond link xKb yKB =2.0 tonf/cm3

Table 2 Elements Properties
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Analysis
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t Wire StrainGage
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No. 8

SQU - 3.7 x IO5 N

Fig.13 Strain distribution of shear reinforcemen

Fig.12 Equilibrium equation of shear
force at inclined crack

3.3.2 Effect of a/D

Fig.14 and 15 showed the distribution of compressive principal stress under the unit
shear force QunitO 98 x 102N 1.0 tonf). Fig.14 was in case of a/D=1.0 and Fig.15
was in case of a/D=1.5. It was found that the compressive principal stress in a/D=
1.0 followed along the diagonal shear crack, on the other hand, that in a/D=1.5
distributed amoung the whole of speeimen as shown in Fig.14 and 15.
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3.3.3 Relation between pw and wQunit

Fig.18 shows the relation between pw(%) and wQunit. Here, wQunit is amount of the
shear transfer carried by the shear reinforcement across the critical inclined crack.
It was observed that the wQunit increased in propotion to pw and the rate of increase
on wQunit over about pw 1.0% came down as shown in Fig.18.
3.3.4 Relation between pt, pc and c^unit
Fig.19 shows the relation between pt, pc(%) and c^unit- Here, p^ pc(%) is the amount
of longitudinal reinforcement and caun:;(- is the average value of compressive stress
appeared to the concrete element in compressive zone at the end of speeimen as shown
in Fig.19. It was clearly recognized that the shear behavior of concrete elements in
compression zone was influenced by amount of the longitudinal reinforcement as shown
in Fig.19.
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Fig.18 Relation between w^unit and p„ Fig.19 Relation between cöunit and pt> Pc
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3.3.5 Relation between pt,Pc and dQunit

Fig.20 shows the relation between pt,pc(%) and dQunit- Here, <jQunit was the dowel
shear carried by the longitudinal reinforcement across the critical inclined crack.
It was observed that dQunit increased proportionally to pt, pc(%)and such tendency
was indicated more remarkably in case of little pw than in case of much pw.

100.1-

8 0

60

40.

2 0.

dQu-ilt 9.8 x 10"' HP«

s>0.(V.)

1.0

3.0-

P..PCM

0. 1.0 2.0 3.0

Fig.20 Relation between dQunit and pt, Pc

4. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the experiment and analysis reported herein, the following conclusions
can be drawn.
1) Effect of yield stress (vjöy)
It was found that the effect of wOy on the ultimate shear strength was remarkable
in this experimental study, and the speeimens with high tension shear reinforcement
could possess more the ultimate shear strength than that with ordinary shear
reinforcement for the same value of Pw(%).
2) Analytical model
It could be comfirmed that the FEM linear analysis using the analtyical model with
some inclined cracks as many as experimental results was one of the effective
method in order to investigate the shear transfer carried by the shear resistant
elements across the critical inclined crack near the ultimate shear strength in
reinforced concrete beams.
3) Shear transfer
The analytical results using the analytical model subjected to the unit shear
force provided the information about the mechanism of the shear transfer carried
by the shear resistant elements across the critical inclined crack.
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SUMMARY
Buildings are very often horizontally stabilized by means of a core or by shear walls. The columns in
these buildings serve primarily to transfer the vertical loads. The columns are nevertheless subjected to
imposed end deformations. A new design concept for reinforced concrete columns is proposed based

on theoretical and experimental studies.

RESUME
Comme les colonnes de bätiments sont avantageusement stabilisees dans le sens horizontal par des

noyaux ou refends, ils ne servent qu'ä reprendre les charges verticales tout ensubissant des deformations
imposöes ä leurs extremites. A partir d'etudes theoriques et experimentales, un nouveau concept de
dimensionnement des colonnes est presente.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Da Gebäudestützen mit Vorteil durch Kerne oder Wände horizontal ausgesteift werden, dienen sie nur
zur Übertragung der vertikalen Lasten, wobei ihnen an den Enden Verformungen aufgezwungen werden.
Von theoretischen und experimentellen Untersuchungen ausgehend, wird ein neues Konzept für den
Entwurf von Stützen dargestellt.
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1. REASONS FOR A NEW CONCEPT

Two completely different attitudes can be observed in practice when civil
engineers design reinforced concrete columns for buildings:
a) considering only the normal force, which considerably simplifies the problem,

b) regarding the flexural moment and the normal force, which leads to a frame
analysation, sometimes considering the influence of the second order effects.
The first attitude leads often to a very good design provided that the engineer
has sufficient design experience and feeling for design. The second attitude is
one of the conscientious engineer who belives the correct Solution can only
result from complicated calculations.
Columns in buildings are a good example where the gain in knowledge which has been
established over the last 20 years in the desing of reinforced concrete structures
could be put into practice.
Theoretical studies and tests, based on the theory of plasticity, have proven
the high ductility of reinforced concrete members, despite a certain reluctance
to accept this theory, which is diminishing each year.
Moreover, the service behaviour of reinforced concrete members under compression
has shown to be more favourable in reality what the crack problem concerns than
predicted. Hence there is a need to adopte column design to current knowledge
of column behaviour.
The high ductility of the columns often allows the complete suppression of
expansion joints or large spacings. Due to the presence of cores, staircases or
elevator cages, a multistorey building with columns can be conceived in the
following manner (Fig. 1):

- spacing between the expansion joints between every 50 to 100 m,

- core and/or shear walls in reinforced concrete to take the horizontal loads,
- columns with a high degree of reinforcement (p=1 to 15%) to take the vertical

loads.
In conceiving a building in this way, it is necessary to consider the behaviour
of the columns under imposed deformations. The columns follow deformations which
are imposed on them by the bending or contracting of the floor slabs (Fig. 2).
It is not useful to calculate the moments in the frame joints. The calculation is
made uncertain due to various effects such as erack formation in the slabs, the
effective width of the slab and the adopted live load pattern etc.. It is preferable

to verify that the columns have a sufficient axial load capacity to take the
normal force and that they are ductile enough to withstand the imposed end
deformations. It is evident that this ductility is higher the more slender the column is.

.shear wall
-i core

a) elevation

L-

columns

b) plan

11111 mim 1111111111;

Humum
core

core

n in ; nu

AI

Fig. 1 Building with Core and
Shear Walls

Fig. 2 Imposed Deformations on
Building
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This may be achieved by choosing a high degree of reinforcement which allows a

reduction of the dimensions of the columns leading to an economy of material.

2. DESIGN CRITERIA

The proposed column design method is based on
limit state considerations.
The ultimate and the serviceability limit
states of a column are verified by comparing
the estimated imposed angles at the column
end with the respective limit angles. The

latter depend on the level of the applied
normal force. Four different deformation cases
can principally be distinguished (see Fig.3).

#:

#

V77/7///7, 7/////////7.

B D

Fig. 3 Deformation Cases

moment M

maximum llexural resistance

N constant

serviceability
limit State

2.1 Ultimate Limit State

Braced columns with a moderate slenderness ratio do not fail when their maximum

flexural resistance is reached. They simply Start to develop plastic hindges,
which allow further large deformations to occur. The normal force Starts to centre
itself at the rotated column end after the maximum flexural resistance has been
reached. The column fails when the deflection within the plastic hinge produces a

moment which becomes equal to the remaining resistance. The imposed end
deformations and the applied normal force are important for the design of a column and

not the maximum flexural resistance.
Reinforced concrete
columns with closely
spaced stirrups show
ductile behaviour
under imposed
deformations. Fig. 4 shows

schematically the
moment-curvature
relationship of a
column with a constant
normal force.
Tbe strains on the
compression face are
around 0.4 to 0.5 %

when the column
reaches the maximum

flexural resistance.
The concrete cover
Starts then to spall
on the compression
face.
Tests [1] show that
strains of 2 % and
more can be reached
in the core if

n<)-W-r
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curvatureState I

Fig. 4 Normal Force-Moment-Curvature Relationship
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Ultimate (l/ru) Limit Curvatures
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the concrete is adequately confined by stirrups. An ultimate limit curvature can
be fixed to h/ru 10-eyk/l|; 0.02/lp (see [2]) with if) equal to the ratio of the
distance between the longitudinal reinforcement of opposite faces and the column
width, h (see Fig. 14). A column with closely spaced stirrups (e.g. 50 mm) in the
zone where the plastic hinge will occur can reach this curvature without buckling
of the longitudinal bars and without any significant loss of resistance in the
core concrete. The strains in the reinforcement bars on the compression face lie
between 0 and 2% (10 times the vield strain of steel E for that curvature,yk
depending on the applied normal force.
A column with a very small or no normal force may reach larger curvatures in a

plastic hinge as there is no danger of buckling of the reinforcement bars. The

proposed limit is nevertheless considered to be sufficiently large to allow large
plastic rotations. h/ru equal the rotation of the plastic hinge if one assumes
the length of the plastic hinge to be equal to the column width h and also if
one assumes a constant curvature in the plastic hinge. For example with ljj 0.8,
the rotation of the plastic hinge is equal to 0.025 rad.
Fig. 5 shows the assumed curvature distribution for the columns which have
reached the ultimate limit curvatures in the plastic hinge.
The elastic curvature distribution of deformation case A (Fig. 5) has been
assumed to be triangulär in order not to overestimate the ultimate limit angle as
the maximum flexural resistance is reached at midspan. The ultimate limit angle
is equal to

# c\ ' h/r +E, ¦ (h/ru-h/re) (1)

Design charts give the values for the curvatures h/re as a function of the
applied normal force.
The value Xp in coefficient Cp is defined as Xp Äp/h with £p equal to the
length of the plastic hinge. L 0.5 'h, h or 2 • h respectively can be used in
the estimation of the ultimate limit angle provided that the column has closely
spaced stirrups over h, 1.5 • h or 2.5 • h respectively in the zone where the
plastic hinge will appear. A numerical example is given in table 1 for the ultimate

limit angles.

& [rad] Deformation case A B C D

lp h 0.014 0.024 0.022 0.020
H/h 5

Äp 2 • h 0.026 0.040 0.035 0.029

£p h 0.018 0.030 0.027 0.024
£/h 10

*p 2 • h 0.029 0.049 0.045 0.040

Table 1 Ultimate angles for i/h 5 and Z/h
h/ru 0.0250 and h/re 0.0025

10 with ip 0.8,

In most practical cases the slenderness ratio of reinforced concrete columns in
buildings is such that the second order effects do not have to be considered.
The deflection of the column axis is normally so small that the remaining
resistance in the plastic hinge is sufficiently large to balance the moment due to
the deflection. When not considering any second order moment, the maximum normal
force is equal to

(2)N (Ac
u

- A.-) cck + Ac Lyk

with Ac' equal the section area of the column without any concrete cover.
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2.2 Serviceability limit State

It is evident that the verification of the serviceability has to be based on
conventional simple criteria. There are two criteria for the serviceability limit
state as follows
a) limitation of the crack widths,
b) prevention of the spalling of the cover concrete.

In order to simplify the verification of these criteria it is sensible to examine
only the normal force due to the permanent loads. The imposed angle on the other
hand will be estimated with respect to the admissible deflections of the slab and
the relatif change in the length of the slab due to the influence of temperature
and shrinkage. These imposed deformations are assumed to be time dependent and

proportional to that of creep, i.e.increasing from zero at time t=0 to a final
value at time t=°°.
The second criteria may be neglected since the stresses are in fact positively
influenced with time by the nonlinear creep of the concrete which greatly dimi-
nishes the danger of concrete spalling at the edge or corner of the column.

The first criteria, the limitation of the crack width,will now be discussed. In
this case, the curvature distribution over the column length has to be determined.
It can be distinguished between cracked zones (state II) and uncracked zones
(state I) in a column. The creep coefficient 9 and the age coefficient x have to
be known in order to determine the curvatures. Furthermore, shrinkage (Ecs) has
to be considered in State II and a suitable moment-curvature relationship for a
constant normal force, such as given in [3] and shown in Fig. 6, has to be used
for the analysis. The curvature distribution at time t « in a column (Fig. 7)
can thus be established with the help of design charts.

3
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r2 '211 -
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State I / r-

i_ /State WZ.
T

Fig. 7 Imposed Angle i>t and Curvature l/rt
at time t -»

Fig. 6 Normal Force-Moment- Curvature Relationship :

(Serviceability State)

The estimation of the maximum crack width is difficult in a column subjected to
a constant normal force and an imposed curvature which reaches at time t °-> the
value l/rt. Tt is important to note that the cracks open considerably further
with time. A whole series of tests on reinforced concrete slabs subjected to
permanent loads, which has been made at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology,
Lausanne, has shown that the crack widths increase by a factor 2 during one year
[4], which is a problem of pure bending. Tests have also been made on columns
(see chapter 3) in order to study their crack behaviour. A constant normal force
with a fixed eccentricity was applied to the columns of the long term load test
series. Once again, a net increase of the crack widths was observed. Most existing
formulae for the calculation of crack widths do not take into account this phenomenon

or if so, very slightly. Furthermore the steel strain es2 remains more or
less constant, at least in the case of pure pending, which makes it even more
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difficult to explain adequately the increase in the crack widths. The reasons may
lie in the shrinkage of the concrete which is under tension, in the diminishing
adherence due to creep, or in the complexe, three dimensional behaviour of the
concrete between two cracks.
The following approach, described in detail in [5] is proposed in order to take
into account the increase of the crack width with time:
The curvature distribution l/rt is determined from the given constant normal
force N and the given end rotation i?t. With N and l/rt, one determines the
moment M. Assuming that M acts already at time t 0, one determines then
l/r0, x0 and £sm,o/ which allows the estimation of the mean crack width

«o £sm,o ' (h-x0)
where £sm,o is equal to the mean strain in the steel at time t 0 [3], x0 is
equal to the compression zone in the cross section at time t 0 and h - x0 is
equal to the distance between two cracks, assumed to be equal to the length of
the tensile zone (St.Venant's principle).
The maximum mean crack width at time t °° is equal to:

xt l/rt
h - x0 l/rQ

The index 0 indicates time t 0, the index t time °°

3. LABORATORY TESTS

Two series of 9 columns of 2.30 m length and with a rectangular section of
0.30 x 0.30 m have been tested under long term loads at EPF Lausanne in order to
establish the normal force-moment-curvature relationships at the service limit
State. The columns of series A had a constant reinforcement ratio of p 1%. The
columns were subjected to a constant normal force of 262 kN to 785 kN with a
uniaxial eccentricity varying from 65 mm to 198 mm (Table 2). The deformations of
the columns have been observed over a period of one year. Fig. 8 and 9 show the
test assembly. The columns of serie B had a reinforcement ratio varying between
p 0.50% and 4.72%. All columns were loaded with the same normal force of 523 kN.
The eccentricity varied from 100 mm to 221 mm.

The test results of the two series A and B will be published in a test report
[6] and in spezialised papers. Fig. 10 shows as an example without any detailed
comment the increase of the curvatures in the columns with time.
Other tests have been made on prefabricated centrifuged columns in order to study
the ultimate limit behaviour of columns with a high degree of reinforcement. The
columns have been tested at EPF Lausanne in collaboration with GRAM SA, Villeneuve,
Switzerland, which produces and sells such columns. The 10 columns which have been
tested have a diameter of 0.29 m. Six columns have a longitudinal reinforcement
of 8 bars of 34 mm (p 12.4%) and four have a HEM 140 steel section in the
interior (p 18.0%). The columns have been tested in a lO'OOO kN press (Fig. 11 and
13) which allows deformation controlled loadings. The load was applied either
using inclined steel plates (imposed angle on the columns: 0.01 to 0.02 rad) or
linear knife edges (eccentricity: 30 or 60 mm).
The test results [6] demonstrate the high load capacity of centrifuged columns
as well as a high degree of ductility which allows to accommodate the imposed
deformations.
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4. EXAMPLE

Consider a column with a length of 3.50 m, adequtately confined with reinforcement
as shown in Fig. 14. The slabs impose on the column the usual type of deformation,
type D, Fig. 3.

h 500

08

018 1̂
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v-h h

Ai
-Hv-h=430h-

Fig. 14 Cross Section
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2000
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0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020

Fig. 15 Ultimate and admissible
limit angle

The degree of reinforcement is equal to 12 bars of 0 18, p 1.2 %, where As
3 • 10^ mm The stirrups of 0 8 have a spacing of 50 mm over a length of 750 mm

at the column ends and of 200 mm elsewhere. The concrete grade is C 30 with a

compressive strength fck 30 N/mm2 and a tensile strength of 2 N/mm2. The creep
coefficient is equal to cp 2.5, the age coefficient x - 0,8 and the value for
shrinkage may be taken as ecs 25 • 10-5.
The determination of the limit angles is required as a function of the normal
force N which the column is able to support at the ultimate and serviceability
limit State.
Solution : The slenderness ratio is with X \/l2~ • H/h 24 very small. The influence

of second oder does not need to be checked. Ecruations (1) and (2) give
-fr 3.5/6 • 0.5 • 0.0025 + (1 - 0.5/3.5) • (0.0233 - 0.0025) 0.0207 rad.
N (4502 - 3000) mm2 • 30 N/mm2 + 3000 mm2 • 400 N/mm2 7185 kN

with Xr Jtp/h 1, h/re 0.0025 (from design Chart) and h/ru 0.0233.
An even higher ultimate angle could be reached if one provides the
column with closely spaced stirrups over a larger length than has been assumed.
No failure occurs in a column subjected to a normal force N smaller than Nu
7185 kN if the imposed angle is smaller than 1?u 0.0207 rad (see Fig. 15). The

assumption of a maximum mean crack width wm 0.2 mm leads to the limit angle
l^t for the serviceability state. The dotted line in Fig. 15 represents the limit
angle so that no cracks occur in the column assuming ac fct 2 N/mm
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SUMMARY
The truss model developed by Ritter and Morsch for the design of shear reinforcement is a simple tool
for explaining the internal forces in beams. It is generalized here for application to other reinforced
concrete structures. Suggestions are made for the design of all members and nodes of such generalized
strut modeis according to unified principles. Thus a consistent design concept for all kinds of
reinforced concrete structures is achieved. This could be the basis for a better understanding of reinforced
concrete and for simpler codes.

RESUME
Le modele en treillis developpe par Ritter et Morsch pour le dimensionnement des armatures ä l'effort
tranchant dans des poutres est un moyen simple pour illustrer la distribution des forces inte>ieures. II

est generalis^ et applique aux autres structures et elements en beton arme\ Si les membres et les noeuds
sont dimensionnes sur la base des principes unitaires suggeVäs, il devrait etre possible d'arriver ä une
conception universelle pour le dimensionnement de structures en beton arme\ Cela pourrait conduire
ä un code plus simple et ä une meilleure comprehension du beton arme.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Fachwerkanalogie von Ritter und Morsch liefert ein einfaches Modell zur Beschreibung des
Kraftflusses in Stahlbetonbalken. Sie wird verallgemeinert und auf andere Tragglieder und Tragwerksbereiche
angewendet. Wenn nun, wie vorgeschlagen, alle Stäbe und Knoten der verallgemeinerten Stabwerkmodelle

nach einheitlichen Gesichtspunkten bemessen werden, kommen wir zu einem einheitlichen
Bemessungskonzept für den ganzen Stahlbetonbau. Dieses könnte auch die Grundlage für ein besseres
Verständnis des Stahlbetons und für einfachere Normen sein.
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The ideas in M. Wicke's paper in the introductory report for this
Conference ("Developments in the Design of Reinforced and Prestressed
Concrete Structures") are further elaborated in the following.

1. THE STRUCTURE'S B- AND D-REGIONS

Those regions of our structures, in which the Technical Bending Theory's
assumption of plane strain is good enough, we nowadays design with an almost
exaggerated care and "accuracy" by Standard methods. We suggest to call them
B-regions (B Stands for beam and bending). Their internal state of stress is
rapidly derived from the sectional forces and moments.

Standard methods are not applicable to all the other regions and details of a

structure where the strain distribution is nonlinear e.g. near concentrated
loads, corners, bends, openings, etc. (fig. 1). These we call D-regions (D for
discontinuity, disturbance, detail). The D-regions are as equally important for
the safety and serviceability of a structure as the B-regions, but are mostly
designed and reinforced according to rules of thumb or on a purely experimental
basis. This is obviously one of the sources of damage that is frequently found
in D-regions.
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Fig. 1 (a) Geometrical discontinuities, (b) statical and/or geometrical
discontinuities

A design concept should be clear and based on simple modeis in order to avoid
rules which are not understood by the designing engineer. A consistent design
concept must comprise B- and D- regions without contradictions. Considering the
complexity of B-region design and the even more complex state of stress in D-
regions a unified design concept will require concessions with respect to
accuracy. But we think even a very simplified methodical concept will be better
than todays practise of D-region design.
For this purpose it is suggested to generalize the well known truss analogy
for beams (fig. 2) in order to apply it in form of generalized strut modeis to
the more complicated regions and to the whole structure /1-3/. The strut model
condenses all stresses in tension and compression members which are connected
by nodes. If we design all its members and nodes with uniform criteria, we

arrive at a consistent design concept which is applicable to all possible cases.
On top of that it could be the basis for a better understanding of reinforced
concrete and therewith for better and safer structures and simpler codes.
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Stresses and stress trajectories are quite smooth in B-regions compared to their
turbulent pattern near discontinuities (fig.3). Stress intensities decrease
rapidly with the distance from the origin of stress concentration. This behaviour
allows us to classify B- and D-regions by Splitting the real state of stress
(fig. 4a) into two states:
The state of stress (b) complies with Bending Theory. It has to satisfy equilibrium

between external loads and reactions, but may violate the actual boundary
conditions.
The superimposed state of stress (c) is necessary in order to satisfy the boundary

conditions. The applied group of forces is self-equilibrating. According to
the principle of De St.Venant the stresses are negligible in a distance from the
equilibrating forces, which is approximately equal to the distance between the
forces themselves. It defines the D-regions. However, cracked concrete members
have different stiffnesses in different directions; this enlarges the D-regions
in the direction parallel to the cracks considerably, which may be taken into
account. The subdivision of a structure into B- and D-regions is already of
considerable value for the comprehension of the internal forces in the structure.
The method is applied to a frame in fig. 5.
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2. MODELLING

We suggest the following basic procedure for the design with truss or strut
modeis (fig.6):

develop the geometry of the model by orienting the struts and ties at the
stress trajectories for elastic behaviour considering the material properties,

especially stiffnesses, and the detailing of reinforced concrete;
calculate the member forces, fulfill equilibrium;
dimension the members and nodes:
check capacity of compression members and of possible unreinforced tension
members, design reinforcement of tension members with due consideration of
crack limitations.

This method implies that the structure is designed according to the lower bound
theorem of plasticity. As concrete allows only limited plastic deformations the
internal structural system (the strut model) has to be chosen in a way that the
deformation limit (capacity of rotation) is not exceeded at any point before
the assumed state of stress is reached in the rest of the structure.
This requirement is automatically fulfilled by adapting the strut model and
reinforcement to the direction and size of the internal forces as they would
appear from the theory of elasticity. In highly stressed D-regions we propose
to proceed accordingly. In medium or minor stressed D-regions even large
deviations from the ideal reinforcement pattern are no problem as the structure
adapts to the assumed internal structural System. However, a minimum reinforcement

which is sufficient to control crack widths has to be provided.
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Fig. 6 The strut model approximating
the stress trajectories

Whoever spends some time with developing strut modeis will make the useful and
instructive Observation that some types of D-regions appear over and over again
even in the apparently most different structures. As an example fig. 7 shows
D-regions in 4 different structures, altogether modelled with the same type of
model (fig.6): A detail of internal forces in a beam, the distribution of cable
forces in a bridge deck, a wall with big openings and a box girder with anchor
loads from prestressing tendons. In all of these cases the pattern of internal
forces is basically identical.
With an unlimited
the internal forc
provides simple so
reveal weak points
It is well known,
pended beside the
this is not suffic
geometrical config
with an additional

number of examples it could
es by truss modeis results
lutions for problems which
which were not obvious. Le

that the support reaction A

recess. But the complete st
ient: The stirrups have to
uration given. And stirrup
horizontal reaction at the

be shown, that tracking down of
in safe structures and quite often
seem to be rather complicated or
t us investigate just two examples:

of the beam in fig. 8 must be sus-
rut model reveals clearly, that
carry approximately 1,5 A, for the
stresses may increase furthermore
support.
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The girder in fig. 9 obviously produces a vertical tension force T at the bend
of the compression cord. But where does it go? The straight horizontal tension
cord cannot equilibrate it. The model a) shows, that stirrups in the web are
necessary throughout this web with zero shear force. Looking at fig. 9b we

realize, that the compression cord is narrowed by the stirrups, resulting in a

concentration of compression stresses over the web. Furthermore, tensile
stresses in the transverse direction of the flange appear.
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!¦ Fig. 9 Girder with
bent top flange

3. DIMENSIONING

After a suitable strut model is found, its individual members and nodes have to
be designed for the forces they carry. Tension members in the model will pose
no problems, if we provide reinforcement or prestressing for the tension force.
However, in many cases we have to introduce tension members into our modeis in
such places where normally no reinforcement is positioned or cannot be inserted
for practical reasons. It is one of the advantages of the proposed procedure to
reveal in which places the equilibrium of a structure relies on the
tensile strength of the concrete. No lap splice, no bond anchor, no frame corner,
no plate without shear reinforcement, not even a compression bar could work
without the tensile strength of the piain concrete. If we are striving for a
unified design concept and want to simplify our codes, we should not deny the
concrete tensile strength and refer to it obliquely by terms such as bond or
shear. Instead we must introduce and specify the tensile strength as a design
quantity.
We propose to use the RUE method (representative volume element) as a practical
means of smoothening out stress peaks. Thereby all kinds of tensile stress
distributions can be judged by comparison with one single material property, the
tensile strength of axially loaded prisms. However, the tensile strength of the
concrete may be utilized for maintaining equilibrium only in such cases, where
local cracking does not cause progressive failure of the whole tension zone.
Existing microcracks from secondary stresses and local faults from concreting
could be taken into account by assuming a representative fault area of e.g.
A 4 d (d. maximum aggregate size).
The compression bars of our model are in reality 2 or 3-dimensional stress
fields. The compression stresses are constricted near the nodes and spread out
in between, thereby creating transverse compression and tension stresses. If we
characterize the geometry of a plane bar by an effective width b f and node
dimensions a. a„ (fig. 10) a conservative value of the bar's critical load krit F

can be taken from fig. 11. The continous lines give the average s'o and p
at failure of the compression bar due to transverse tension. The broken lines
are postulated upper bounds for the stresses p in plane and 3-dimensional
stress fields, respectively.
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Fig. 10 The compression bar
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This concept of dealing with compression in concrete obviously Covers Standard
cases of design, e.g. compression cords of beams and locally loaded concrete
as well as the many cases where no generally agreed upon method for the design
of compression zones exists, as for corbels, frame corners, deep beams etc. The
concept is also applicable to the design of compression struts in beams which
today implicitly is taken care of by allowable shear stresses.
The nodes are indispensable parts of the structure. The strut forces resp.
stresses are applied at the periphery of the nodes. Although there exist many
different types of nodes the balance of the forces takes place in most cases in
a concrete node region stressed by compression only (fig.12). The design of
these nodes becomes very simple, if a hydrostatical state of stress is assumed
in the node region, which means equal stresses in all directions of the struts.
The hydrostatical state of stress can be plane or three-dimensional according
to the type of the node. The width of the struts at the node are then directly
proportional to their forces. From this it becomes clear that there is a close
relation between the structural detail, i.e. the design of the nodes and the
dimensions resp. capacities of the compression bars. Fig. 13 shows a corbel as
an example which can be designed completely with this method.
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Fig. 13 Compression bars (fields) of a corbel

4. CONCLUSIONS

Calculations with the described strut modeis and comparison with experimental
results show that this method is not only simple and clear but also leads to
sufficiently accurate results.
If the design concept developed for the D-regions is applied to the B-regions
it is able to explain also their well known behaviour. For example it can be
shown that the low stirrup stresses in the low shear ränge are a consequence
of the tensile strength of the concrete. Furthermore a close look at B-regions
(e.g. beam section in fig. 7) discloses micro D-regions within the B-regions,
where the method again is applicable and reveals for example the influence of
detailing and spacing of stirrups on the load carrying capacity of B-regions.
Many of the empirically derived code rules could be abandoned or improved by
consistent application of the described method, but this is beyond the scope of
this paper and was discussed elsewhere /1-3/.
Therefore it is feit that a consistent design concept for all kinds of r.c.
structures and details can be developed. This could become the basis for a better
understanding of reinforced concrete and for simpler codes.
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RESUME
II a ete procede, en 1982, ä l'occasion des travaux du pont de Bubiyan au Koweit, ä une experimentation

sur un modele ä l'echelle I. Des essais de chargements, ont montre un fonctionnement validant des
methodes de calcul simplifiees. Les mesures realisees par extensometrie au moyen de jauges resistives,
ont mis en evidence un bon accord entre l'experience et les calculs.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
1982, aus Anlass des Baus der Bubiyan-Brücke, wurden Modellversuche im Massstab 1:1 durchgeführt.
Die Belastungsproben zeigten die Gültigkeit der vereinfachten Berechnungsverfahren. Die
Dehnungsmessungen zeigten, dass eine gute Übereinstimmung zwischen Versuch und Berechnung besteht.

SUMMARY
In 1982, in conjunction with its Bubiyan Bridge construction project in Kuwait, the Bouygues Company
conducted a series of test loadings on a full-scale test model. Loads were applied by means of concrete
blocks and vertical prestressing bars. Results confirmed the validity of simplified calculation methods;
extensometrie readings obtained from resistance strain gauges showed agreement between theoretical
and actual values.
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1 PRESENTATION

1.1. Cadre de l'operation

C'est en Novembre 1980 que l'Entreprise BOUYGUES soumet au gouvernement du Koweit son offre concernant une
Solution Variante du pont de BUBIYAN. La structure proposee (treillis tridimensionnel en beton, precontraint exte-
rieurement) est finalement retenue ä l'issue d'une rüde competition internationale.

Parallelement, et avec l'appui du SETRA, l'Entreprise depose une demande de pret, qui sera acceptee, aupres de

l'ANVAR (Agence Nationale pour la Valorisation de la recherche), afin de realiser une experimentation sur ce type de

structure.

La realisation du modele d'essai commence a l'automne 1981 avec la collaboration du SETRA pour les calculs de la

structure, et l'intervention du Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussees qui confie ä la Direction Regionale de l'Equi-
pement de l'lle de France et plus particulierement sa division, le Laboratoire Regional de l'Est Parisien, la realisation des

essais et des mesures.

Les essais sous charges de service ont lieu en mai 1982 et les essais sous surcharges majorees (charges de service multi-
pliees par 2.7) en mai 1983.

1.2. Geometrie du modele

Afin d'eviter les interpretations, toujours delicates, qui sont necessaires lorsque l'on conduit des experimentations sur
des maquettes a echelle reduite, c'est un modele ä l'echelle 1 qui a ete realise. Les dimensions des elements constitutifs
du treillis (dimensions des nceuds, des diagonales et des mailles du treillis) sont done les memes que Celles du pont de
BUBIYAN.

Le modele est constitue de 9 voussoirs prefabriques (6 voussoirs courants, 2 voussoirs sur piles plus massifs et 1 voussoir
d'about) ; les diagonales sont en beton arme, sauf certaines diagonales des voussoirs 4 et 5 qui sont precontraintes.
Cet ouvrage de 34.72 m de longueur repose sur deux lignes d'appui distantes de 25.18 m ; sa largeur est de 8.64 m.
Rappeions ici les objeetifs fixes :

— Reproduktion fiddle de la structure du pont de BUBIYAN afin de tester certains aspects de la realisation (coffrage
des triangles prefabriques constituant le treillis; ferraillage des nceuds; mise en oeuvre des joints secs

— Possibilite de creer, dans les diagonales, des efforts identiques ä ceux du pont de BUBIYAN sous charges de service

et sous surcharges majorees, en vue d'une etude sous fissuration, afin d'etablir une comparaison avec les resultats
de calcul.

1.3. Chargement de la structure

Trois types de charges ont ete utilises :

— Sachant que ia portee des travees de BUBIYAN est de 40.16 m, alors que la portee entre appuis du modele n'est que
de 25.18 m, il est necessaire, afin de retrouver dans ce dernier les sollicitations de poids propre d'une travee courante
de BUBIYAN, d'ajouter des charges permanentes. Pour cela, 3 blocs de 700 KN (2100 KN au total) ont ete utilises.

— Les efforts sous charges de service sont simuies par 9 tirants Dywidag reliant la dalle superieure au radier de fondation.

Ces tirants permettent de mobiliser les 2100 KN representant les charges de service ; mais en outre, leur capa-
cite allant jusqu'ä 3300 KN, ils sont utilises pour simuler une part des surcharges majorees. Les verins de ces barres
sont contröies par des jauges de deformation permettant une verification a 2 % pres de la tension.

— Enfin, 6 blocs de 400 KN (2400 KN au total) completent le chargement sous surcharges majorees.

1.4. Instrumentation

1.4.1. Generalites
Les techniques mises en ceuvre sont classiques. Les mesures de deformation sont obtenues par jauges rösistives fixees
sur les aciers et sur le beton. Des mesures de fleches viennent les compieter ä chaque Stade de chargement. En outre,
les releves de la temperature exterieure et de la temperature dans la structure sont effectues simultanement. Les joints
de voussoirs (sans colle) sont portes par des capteurs de deplacement permettant de deceler tout mouvement.

Par ailleurs, un releve de la fissuration par examen visuel est effectue ä l'issue de chaque serie de mesures. Sur les

diagonales tendues en beton arme, le dispositif de mesures locales est complete par des extensometres a fil de grande
longueur de base (2.00 m), destines ä mesurer la deformation moyenne de l'eiement, compte-tenu de la fissuration
repartie.

Le modele, situe ä l'exteneur, est expose aux mtemperies et au rayonnement solaire. Ceci nricessitait de porter une
attention particuliere ä la protection des jauges. Pour cela, a ete mis en ceuvre un appareillage de saisie automatique
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des resultats permettant de limiter la duree des mesures et done de reduire les derives des appareils, et en particulier,
les derives thermiques en cours de chargement.

Afin d'estimer les modules de deformation du beton, des eprouvettes sont preievees lors du betonnage et testees ä

chaque serie d'essais.

1.4.2. Equipement des diagonales

Chaque diagonale comprend 3 sections de mesures ; deux sont proches des encastrements et sont equipees de jauges

longitudinales, la section mediane comportant pour sa part deux jauges sur les faces superieure et inferieure. Ce dispositif

permet de determiner l'ensemble des deformations longitudinales des sections d'encastrement, et d'en deduire les

contraintes normales, puis les sollicitations d'effort normal et de moment de flexion. Deux voussoirs ont ete entiere-
ment equipes : le voussoir 1 (diagonales en beton arme) et le voussoir 5 (diagonales en beton precontraint).

L'ensemble du dispositif comprend 350 voies de mesures jauges, capteurs et sondes de temperature. Ce dispositif est
relie a un syteme de mesure d'enregistrement, couple ä un micro-ordinateur qui permet le stockage et redition des

resultats.

Trois mesures sont effectuees pour detecter les instabilites. Gräce a l'automatisation du dispositif, 10 minutes suffisent
pour l'acquisition de la totahtrj des mesures.

1.5. Modele de calcul

Les calculs de l'ouvrage ont ete effectues au prealable en utilisant plusieurs modeles de calcul afin d'etudier les

differentes particularites de fonctionnement de la structure :

— Tout d'abord, un modele plan dans lequel chaque barre a une rigidite equivalente a celle de l'ensemble des eiements
contenus dans le plan transversal correspondant.

- Ensuite un modele a trois dimensions, permettant l'analyse du fonctionnement transversal de la structure. Les dalles

superieures et inferieures sont ici modeiisees par des plaques d'epaisseur constante, et les nervures longitudinales
sont representees par des barres, retablissant ainsi la rigidite des hourdis. Enfin, pour les diagonales, c'est la section
brüte qui est prise en compte.

2- PRINCIPAUX RESULTATS DE CALCULS ET COMPARAISON AVEC LES VALEURS OBTENUES EXPERI-
MENTALEMENT

2.1. Comportement d'ensemble de la structure

- La flÄche due aux deformations de flexion est extremement proche de celle d'une poutre en I constituee des seules

membrures. Cependant, la flöche en milieu de travee due aux deformations d'effort tranchant ne saurait etre negli-
g6e ; en effet, eile represente ici pres de 40 % de la fleche totale.

— La deformabilite sous effort tranchant pur, varie selon que l'on considere les zones proches des appuis ou les zones

en milieu de travee. En effet, l'effort tranchant est repris pour partie par la triangulation et pour le reste par les

houdis. Or la participation de ceux-ci varie longitudinalement (entre 5 et 25 %) du fait de la necessite de compati-
bilite des deformations d'effort tranchant et de flexion.

2.2. Comportements locaux

Les resultats de mesure ont confirme que les charges concentrees « s'etalent » dans la structure (comme les calculs
l'avaient laisse prevoir).

En effet, lorsqu'une Charge concentree est appliquee sur le hourdis superieur, ä un nceud du treillis, on ne retrouve que
60 % de cette Charge dans les diagonales partant de ce nceud, les 40 autres pourcents migrant par la dalle superieure
vers les nceuds voisins.

Ceci explique que les moments locaux dans les hourdis soient environ deux fois plus eieves que ceux provenant de la

seule courbure longitudinale de la structure.

2.3. Comportement des diagonales

Dans les voussoirs 4 et 5, les diagonales tendues sont precontraintes, on constate un bon accord entre le calcul et les

resultats experimentaux ; les ecarts sont au maximum de 7 ä 8 %.

Cependant l'interpretation experimentale des moments locaux des barres conduit a conclure que ceux-ci sont legere-

ment plus eieves que ceux calcules
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Toutefois, il faut noter que ces moments locaux dans les diagonales restent faibles (de l'ordre de 4 KNm) et se tradui-
sent par des variations de contraintes dans la section inferieure ä 2.5 MPa.

Dans le voussoir 1 (diagonales en beton arme), l'interpretation est plus difficile. En effet, la deformation enregistree est
tres variable selon l'etat de fissuration de la diagonale ; il peut meme y avoir des ecarts sensibles entre les jauges de 2

sections d'une meme diagonale. En fait, on oscille entre deux extremes :

— une raideur correspondant a la section homogeneisee,

— une raideur correspondant aux armatures seules.

II semble done que l'on puisse admettre les hypotheses de calcul suivantes :

— diagonale comprimee : section homogeneisee,

— diagonale tendue : section des aciers seuls.

En effet, dans ces conditions, les modeles de calcul sont en accord avec les resultats experimentaux ; on constate
alors que l'assouplissement par la fissuration de la diagonale tendue entraine un transfert plus important de l'effort
tranchant vers les hourdis.

3-CONCLUSION

3.1. Deformabilite de la structure

La deformabilite d'effort tranchant des structures treillis en beton ne peut-etre negligee comme il est loisible de le faire
dans les structures a ämes pleines.

Bien entendu, ces deformations suppiementaires aecroissent les fleches de l'ouvrage, mais surtout, elles affectent la

repartition des efforts dans les ouvrages hyperstatiques en diminuant les moments de flexion sur appui, et, en

consequence, en les augmentant en travee.

i

\ i V
¦

..'
.'.
«I

VI

¦"

Figure 1 - Manutention d'un voussoir prefabrique du pont de BUBIYAN
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3.2. Modeies de calcul

- Lors d'etudes preliminaires, il est tout ä fait possible d'etudier d'une part la flexion, reprise pour la poutre en I

constituee des hourdis seuls, et d'autre part l'effort tranchant repris par la triangulation seule.

- Pour des etudes de details, une excellente precision est obtenue en utilisant un modele de calcul a barres, avec des

sections homogeneisees pour les barres comprimees et des sections reduites aux aciers seuls pour les barres tendues.

3.3. Fonctionnement de la structure

D'une maniere generale, le fonctionnement en phase de service est totalement satisfaisant.

En particulier, la linearite des deformations au cours des diverses phases de chargement, ainsi que leur reversibilite

ont ete remarquables.

En outre, ce comportement est reste satisfaisant sous charges de service multipliees par 2.7.

En consequence, il est possible de conclure que malgre la fissuration naturelle des diagonales en beton arme, cette

structure conserve un comportement parfaitement elastique.
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Dynamic Behaviour of Partially Prestressed Concrete Structures

Caracteristiques dynamiques des structures en beton partiellement precontraint

Dynamisches Verhalten von teilweise vorgespannten Betonbauwerken

Tiehan TANG
Bridge Engineer

Acad. of Railway Sciences
Beijing, China
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College, China, in 1963, completed
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structures. His present research

interest is partially prestressed
concrete bridge structures.

SUMMARY
In order to study the dynamic behaviour of the tension zone in partially prestressed concrete structures

a series of dynamic tests on axially tensioned speeimens were conducted simulating the tension

zone of beams. The tests demonstrated the dynamic effects on the stiffness of speeimens, the relationship

between the crack width and number of dynamic loading cycles, and the fatigue behaviour of
both prestressing and nonprestressing reinforcements.

RESUME
Une serie d'essais dynamiques de traction a 6te entreprise sur des 6prouvettes afin d'etudier le

comportement, dans les zones de traction, de structures en beton partiellement precontraint. Les essais ont
montre les effets dynamiques sur la rigidite des eprouvettes, la relation entre la largeur des fissures et le

nombre de cycles de charges et le comportement ä la fatigue des armatures precontraintes et normales.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Zur Erforschung des dynamischen Verhaltens der Zugzone von teilweise vorgespannten Bauteilen
wurde eine Reihe von Versuchen an axial auf Zug belasteten Prüfkörpern durchgeführt. Die Belastung
entsprach der Beanspruchung der Zugzone eines Biegeträgers. Die Versuche zeigten den Einfluss der

dynamischen Belastung auf die Steifigkeit, das Verhalten der Risse in Funktion der Lastwechselzahl
sowie das Ermüdungsverhalten des Vorspannstahls und des schlaffen Stahls.
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2.2. Test procedures

Static test: aimed to determine the speeimen stiffness in the elastic ränge
and to measure its cracking and re-cracking loads. In each phase of dynamic
load application (usually 5 x 10^ cycles), static measurements were made to
find out the dynamic effects on the stiffness and crack width of the members.

Dynamic test: Two different sets of tests were carried out. The first set was
the dynamic crack-inducing test (A2-3(15)(17)), intended to help determine the
dynamic load effect upon the cracking behaviour of the members subject to
dynamic loading, the maximum value of which was kept under the cracking static
load. It was also intended to enable Observation of the entire process of
Variation of stiffness and crack width of the speeiment with increasing dynamic

loading cycles. The second set was the post-crack fatigue tests for
determining the dynamic effects upon crack width and for measuring the ultimate
fatigue strength of prestressing bars.

2.3 Load application
The load was applied to the speeimen placed a fatigue testing machine through
a special loading device whichtransformed the jacking pressure into a tension-
ing force applied to the speeimen (Fig. 2). The magnitudes of the load were
specified as follows:

(a) max. load P_ 156.9 kN for the
static elastic loading phase;

(b) Pn < Pd < Pn

(c) °p,max 1° pu=n-5 - 0.6 for the upper
limit of the dynamic load;

(d) the minimum load to be so chosen in
correspondence with the prescribed
maximum load as to keep the ratio

p,min' a p,max in the prestressing
bars at around 0.7.

where Pmin i-s tne minimum load, Pj is
the decompressing load of the members,

r

Fig. 2 Test equipment

max is the maximum load, o p,mm is
the minimum stress of prestressing bars, O p max is the maximum stress of
prestressing bars, O pu is the ultimate strength of prestressing bars.

3 DYNAMIC EFFECTS ON STIFFNESS OF SPECIMENS

Through dynamic tests made on speeimens A2-3(15) and A2-3(17) using hand
strain gauges for step-by-step measurement in accordance with the loading
sequence, the Variation of the speeimen stiffness with the increase of the
load was well as the number of load applications was found out. In Table 1

are given the loading procedure and the corresponding stress values in the
prestressing bars.

The ränge of the hand strain gauge was 10 inches, covering three cracks.
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The measurements gave the average strain in this section, showing the bond
deteriorating between concrete and steel and the influence of concrete stiffness

dwindling as a consequence of the increase in the number of dynamic load
applications. In Fig. 3 are shown the Variation curves of the measured averagestrain values.

5e-v*ne5
1 2 3 4 5 6

Load (kN)
max min ma x mm mov m'tr. max mi n max m i n max min
176 5 70 6 196 t 76 5 3tS 7 86 3 25S. A 04 1 355 0 102. 0 T7-»- 6 109- 8

0> mo«(HP«) 472 36T J95 -T68 51« 570 54-5 Sir* 57-4 392 589 393

* 0> (MPa) 105 121 M9 169 tB2 196

N {Xi0*> 4**50 200 bb 50 SO 50 50

Table 1 Load, stress and cycles for speeimen A2-3(15)

Strain <xlO"6)

Fig. 3 Loading cycles vs strain for speeimen A2-3(15)

The first sloping line at the left hand of the figure represents the load/
strain curve for the first load application. It can be seen without difficulty
that the speeimen in this case is in the ränge of linear elasticity before
the appearance of cracks. All the other curves are load/strain ones obtained
from measurements made according to the loading sequence. The curves deflect
downward in their upper portions as the number of loading cycles and the load
magnitude increase until the loading cycle reaches around 4 x 10° when the
up-per portion becomes nearly parallel to the curve section BC (drawn in bold
line) at the right hand of the figure. This BC line is the load/strain curve
for the measured section when the external load is considered to be taken up
by the prestressing and non-prestressing steels only. Apparently, the effect
of concrete stiffness in this instance is completely null. The broken line
ABC is an idealized load/strain curve for 4 x 10° cycles of repeated load
application.

Some preliminary conclusions can be drawn from the above test results:
(1) For the first 5 x 10^ loading cycles, the upper limit of the dynamic
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load equals the maximum static load on first application (without appearance of
any cracks), Pmax 176.5 kN. However the load/strain curve exhibits marked
deflection for P >88.3 kN. This implies that the speeimen has been dynamically
loaded to crack. With continued application of load up to 2 x 10^ cycles, the
upper limit remaining unchanged, the slope of the deflected section of the load/
strain curve does not show any noticeable change but the point of deflection
moves downward slightly. This demonstrates that the number of cycles bears no
significant influence on the speeimen stiffness for lower levels of dynamic
loading, even though cracking has heretofore oecurred.

(2) As obtained from measurement, the average value of the re-cracking load
(decompressing load) of the speeimen is Pj 91.7 kN. It is observed from
Fig. 3 that, with the accumulation of loading cycles, the upper portion of the
load/strain curve slopes further downward, yet the lower portion of the curve
maintains basically the same inclination as that of the original linear elastic
curve (the first curve at the left hand of the figure). This indicates that
the cracked speeimen will close up and resume its elastic behaviour under the
action of prestressing force on the removal of the dynamic load which is not
very large. Beyond the point where the upper limit of the dynamic load exceeds
235.4 kN, the upper portion of the curve is practically parallel to line BC

with the concrete entirely out of function. In this case, the curve cannot
regain its original slope on unloading to 88.3 kN and under, when the stress
in the prestressing bar would have increased by 166.7MPa, which is highly
improbable to occur under normal service loading conditions.

4. DYNAMIC EFFECT ON CRACK WIDTH

As has been described in the foregoing paragraphs, the bond between the tension
reinforcement and the concrete in PPC structures deteriorates gradually under
the action of dynamic loads, and the concrete gradually recedes from its function.

At the same time, the crack width in the concrete tension zone also
displays some changes.

In this test 13 speeimens were put under dynamic loading and were observed for
the development of crack widths. For this purpose systematic observations and
measurements were made on speeimens A2-3(2)(11)(16)(20)(21). The measured
static cracking loads and decompressing loads for the 5 speeimens before they
were put under dynamic test are given in Table 2. The corresponding crack
widths measured under different loadings are summed up in Fig. 4. Regression
analysis of the measured data gave the following relationship: w -0.0534 +
0.00693 P. From this can be obtaned the calculated decompressing load P(j
75.5 kN at w 0. This calculated value is slightly smaller than the average
value given in Table 2.

Transforming the above regression equation into the correlation equation of
crack width against stress increase in prestressing steel, we have:

-3
w 0.57 Aa x 10 (mm)

where Aö is the stress increase in the prestressing steel in MPa.
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\^Specimens

Load (kKT\
42-5(2) ¦42-5(11) A2- 5M6) ,42-5(201 A2~3(21) •average

CracU Load
Per 124 S 160 8 192. 2 165 2 1-10 7 136. 8

wecomprestnej
Load Pd

73 S 81- J 96 - 1 70- 1 74 5 79 1

Table 2 Cracking and decompressing loads

5. FATIGUE BEHAVIOUR OF SPECIMEN

Studies of the fatigue behaviour of PC structures are generally carried out on
real members or model beams. Sometimes such a study is done with prestressing
steel and concrete separately. The first method involves expensive costs, and
the test is limited in scale, while with the* second method the applicability
of the test results to fatigue design of actual structures is yet to be examined.

In this paper, another mothod of fatigue test is described. This method
reveals the fatigue behaviour of the tension zone of a bending members with
united action of concrete, prestressing steel and non-prestressing steel in
carrying the dynamic load. And it is simple, explicit and inexpensive.

r
300 ¦ A /
280 ¦ A At

»0 ¦ &/v
240 - ü ¦ A v

5 220 a/» OV

~
200 X tJ o» V

O

^ 180 X &. y • V

160 X«Qv v

uo • X *¥
120 • /ov
100 - efo

1

Pma

S Pd

Crack idth (mm
0 -»CTp.min 49 98 147 ,96 ^ffp.müx

Prestressed steel stress increase Mpa)

Fig. _4 Crack width
vs load

Fig. 5 Prestressed steel stress
increase vs Load

The loading procedure for the fatigue test was the same as described in
Paragraph 2. The fact that the ränge of fatigue test load defined by its upper
and lower limits contained the decompressing load for the speeimen reflects
the most unfavourable condition for fatigue resistance of the tensionzone of
PPC structures. Fig. 5 shows the theoretical correlation curve of the load
versus the stress increase of the prestressing steel for speeimen A2-3(12).
The sloping line OE in the figure is equivalent to the correlation curve for
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füll prestressing. Since generally P < P, < P (in the case of bendingy mm d max °
member M < M, < M )for PPC structures, the stress increase in prestress-mm d max
ing steel will vary along the curve definid by 0, B, C and D. This curve,
being a theoretical one with its BC section a smooth line, has been verified
by test results. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that, in the case of PPC structures
subject to dynamic loading, there is an abrupt change of stress increase in the
steel at the crack. Thus for the same load amplitude the stress increase becomes

larger than that in the case of fully prestressed concrete structures.

In Fig. 6 are summed up the results obtained form the fatigue rupture tests
of 11 speeimens. In all cases, the break point was located in the effective
middle portion of the speeimen. Regression analysis gave the equation of
correlation between the cycle number N and the stress behaviour of the prestressing

steel S

S =1.265
max

where a

0.1105 Log N

being the maximum prestressing steelwhere S o" I O
max p,max pu' p,max

stress value at the point of fatigue rupture, O the ultimate strength of
the prestressing steel with an assumed value of 944 MPa.

Given the correlation factor r -0.8316 and remnant Standard difference
S 0.245, the fatigue strength of prestressing steel corresponding toX

6
2 x 10 cycles was calculated as follows: S 0" lo » 0.5774, a

max p,max pu p,max
546 MPa. Assuming 95% as the guaranetee rate, the average value of fatigue

strength a _ 513 MPa, 0 _ __.__ 341 MPa, Aa 172 MPa.
p ,max p ,min

As has been demonstrated by tests,
the PPC structures with mixed
reinforcement as described in this paper
can satisfy service requirements
under dynamic loading so far as fatigue

life is taken into consideration.

It was found on cutting the speeimens

across through the fatigue break
point that in all cases fatigue break
oecurred on prestressing steels,
shown in Fig. 7, whereas all non-
prestressing steels were still in
good order. Computational analysis
also indicated that it was only
natural for the prestressing steel,
the maximum stress amplitude of which
under dynamic loading had reached 196
MPa, to fail by fatigue prior to non-
prestressing steel, which had an
initial compression due to its cons-
training effect against concrete
shrinkage and creep, and thus had
a stress amplitude as low as 78 MPa.

CCTp.

0 65

0.6

0 5774

0 SS

0>-i

» \
V \

Lock Spe
i s i nd t

by o n

cimen
«led
jniber

\ \
\a:j \
\ f 1 14 \^

v «19 \\\\ \o=
10

"2\ <5

n

Fig. 6 S-N curve for
prestressing steel
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J 1 1 ^ "\ 0 \

- 4

¦f.— W.

l \ \ \ \
Fig. 7 Speeimens after break

The hereby adopted method of experimental study may be applied to structures
using forms of reinforcement other than mentioned in this paper. Its practical
significance will be further manifested when the test results are compared with
those to be obtained from bending beams using the same form of reinforcement.
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SUMMARY
The sustained load response of ten unrestrained eccentrically loaded columns is described for an
Observation period of 15 years. Results of observations are compared with values given by the ACI 318-83
code. Analyses incorporating the time dependent characteristics of concrete permitted the prediction
of failure times, deflections, and capacities to acceptable accuracies.

RESUME
Le comportement de poteaux non-encastres, soumis ä des charges continues et excentriques pour une
periode de 15 ans, est decrit. Les valeurs mesurees sont comparees ä Celles de la norme ACI 318-83.
Des analyses incorporant les caracteristiques du beton en fonction du temps permettent de predire les

temps de rupture, les deformations et les resistances selon les limites permises.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Das Verhalten von zehn seitlich ungehaltenen, exzentrisch belasteten Stützen unter Dauerlast wird
beschrieben. Die Beobachtungsperiode betrug 15 Jahre. Die Versuchsergebnisse werden mit den Werten
der Norm ACI 318-83 verglichen. Eine analytische Berechnungsmethode, die die zeitabhängigen
Charakteristiken des Beton berücksichtigt, erlaubt die Bestimmung der Standzeit bis zum Bruch, der
Verformungen wie auch des erforderlichen Widerstandes für eine bestimmte Standzeit und Last.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of reinforced concrete columns under sustained load can be difficult
and time consuming. Data describing the effects of various sources of material
nonlinearity must be combined with member geometric nonlinearity if the load-
deformation-time response of slender compression members is to be predicted.
In the mid 1960's, when these studies of eccentrically loaded slender columns
under sustained load began [1] most previous studies had been concerned with the
sustained load behavior of axially loaded columns or with the maximum sustained
load capacity of short eccentrically loaded columns. Some results pertaining to
sustained load responses of slender columns (X 100) were also available [2].
The studies of the 1960's were intended to provide a more general approach
covering not only the overall response of a column to sustained load, but also
the load-moment-curvature-time sectional behavior. Based on this behavior, it
was expected that the time-dependent-stress-strain model would allow the
prediction of sectional response, and member response.
In this paper, tests over a duration of 15 years on a series of ten unrestrained
eccentrically loaded columns are described. The results include columns which
crept to rupture and others which were still stable following nearly 15 years of
sustained load. The stable columns were loaded to failure in a short time
without unloading. The response of columns to load is predicted using a simple
analysis and also a more complex analysis where the history of loading of
individual concrete fibers is considered. It was possible to predict the load-
deflection-time characteristics of concrete columns with complex loading
histories.

2. THE TEST, THE SPECIMENS AND THE PROCEDURE

2.1 The Test

The histories of speeimen loading are illustrated in Figure 1. Upon loading,
deflections are present along the length of the column (Figure la). These
deflections increase due to creep of the concrete in the column, thereby
increasing the moments throughout the column length under sustained load.
Two possible loading histories are illustrated in Figures lb and lc for the
column of Figure la. One history has creep buckling oecurring at some time t

The second is the failure at load N.under a sustained load, N (Figure lb) f

t column

Ns -Sustained Load

Nf -Failure Load

ö
Midheight
Deflection.

A

A4

Failure upon reloading

A^ TFailure under N
at tf

-Monotonie loading to Ns

ct Failure
upon reloadin\• Nf

7
Failure under Ns

Time (log hours)

Fig.

N' e

1 Load Histories
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developed due to further loading after a sustained load duration, t (Figure lc),
Data from columns having both loading histories obtained in the test series.

2.2 The Speeimens

The speeimens had a nominal cross section of 100 mm by 150 mm, a slenderness
ratio (X) of approximately 63, a reinforcement ratio (p) of 0.02, an average
concrete cylinder strength of 28 MPa at the time of initial loading and an
average reinforcing steel yield point of 420 MPa. Details of the speeimen
section are given in Figure 2.

A controlled environment was not available which would accommodate the ten
speeimens and associated equipment. A calculated risk was taken that the test
house environment would correspond to that found near füll size structural
elements. The average.temperature and relative humidity recorded at the test
location over a 2 year period were 22°C and 65% respectively, with ranges of
approximately 0°C to 35 °C, and 35% to 95% respectively.

2.3 The Procedure

The loading System and instrumentation permitted the following:
- application of axial load, N, at a predetermined end eccentricity, e.
- measurement of axial load.
- maintenance of a sustained axial load to within approximately +3% and -5% of

the desired value over the 14.5 year test period.
- test to failure without unloading the column.
- measurement of average curvature at various sections along the column length.
- deflections at several points along the column.
Füll details of the test procedure are available [3] and an overall view of the
test house is given in Figure 3.

Loads were applied through load cells
and sustained using two 1/2 in.
diameter prestressing Strands linked to
heavy duty coil Springs. Columns were
tested in a vertical position with the
average age at initial loading of 49

days. Creep and shrinkage studies were
carried out.
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3. THE TEST RESULTS

In the absence of more detailed criteria, sustained load levels were chosen such
that the calculated service (specified) axial load capacities of the columns
based on ACI 318-63 [4] were exceeded. The ratio of sustained to service load
ranged from 0.98 to 1.97. Service load capacities were calculated using the
R-factor method of ACI 318-63, a capacity reduction factor of 1.0 and equal
specified dead and live loads. Subsequent references to loads and capacities
are not based on ACI 318-63, the Code available at the beginning of testing,
but rather the most recent edition of ACI 318, published in 1983 [5]. Values
of sustained load, failure load, failure time, and capacity ratios based on
ACI 318, are given in Table 1 for the columns. Table 2 provides N /N values,
N /N values and associated e/h values for all columns. Examination of Tables 1

s c
and 2 indicates:
- good coverage in terms of N /N (0.18 to 0.47) and e/h (0.04 to 0.42) for a

typical interaction diagram [1].
- ratios of sustained load to ACI 318 capacities varying from 0.90 to 1.40.
- sustained load failure of speeimens having a N ratio greater than 1.20.
- failure load capacities, N subsequent to sustained loading in excess of

1.20 N for those columns still stable after 14.5 years under sustained load.s '
3.1 Typical Results
The load-midheight (maximum) moment results for two typical columns are given
in Figure 4, together with an interaction diagram based on the cylinder strength
of the concrete at initial loading. Column SI failed due to creep instability
following approximately 7.7 years of sustained load, which was in excess of the
ACI 318-83 capacity. Column S7 failed due to instability, when reloaded after
14.5 years of sustained load, but at a load level in excess of the original
short-time capacity predicted using ACI 318-83. The initial midspan deflections

Speeimen Sustained Failure Time at Capacity
*Ratio

Load, N
s

kN

Load, Nf
kN

Failure
A N

s 5f

SI 236 236 7.7 yrs 1.39
S2 121 176 14.0 yrs 0.92 1.33
S3 189 252+ 14.0 yrs 0.92 1.23
S4 187 187 74 h 1.42
S5 185 185 4.9 yrs 1.19
S6 162 162 1037 h 1.22
S7 129 229 14.2 yrs 0.95 1.70
S8 133 167 14.4 yrs 1.09 1.37
S9 134 134 1 h 1.41
S10 80 102 14.5 yrs 0.95 1.20

Loaded to failure at 252 kN by increasing end moment
* _ _
Capacity ratio N or N,, Ratio of N or N_, if reloaded, to calculated

s f s f
capacity, N using ACI 318-83, 8. 1.0, cj> 1.0.

u d

Table 1
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Number of
Speeimens

N /N
s o

e/h N /N
s c

1

3

4
2

0.47
0.36 to 0.38
0.26 to 0.29
0.18, 0.19

0.04
0.11, 0.16, 0.18

0.04, 0.15, 0.27, 0.42
0.25, 0.42

0.22
0.16
0.12
0.085

Table 2
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Fig. 4 Load Moment Values, Columns SI and S7
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for Column SI increased by more than
15 times prior to failure. Deflections

increased four-fold for Column
S7.

Deflection-time data obtained from
Columns S6 and S7 are given in
Figures 5 and 6. Deflection increased
rapidly as creep instability oecurred
(Column S6). Reference to the
curvature meter data and associated
surface strains indicated average
strains on the "compression" face of
Column S6 of 0.007 at approximately
1000 h. Powdering of the concrete on
the compression face was observed
just prior to failure. Also shown as
part of Figure 6 are load-time data
indicating load adjustment following
creep shortening of the column. Some

loss of sustained load oecurred near
failure. A gradual increase in
deflection with time was found for
Column S7 (Figure 7).
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The load-deflection data (Figure 7)
illustrates an interesting feature
of column response following sustained
load. The initial portion of the
load-deflection curve is slightly
nonlinear as a consequence of secondary
bending. Creep increases deflection
with time. Upon reloading, there is
an appreciable increase in the tangent stiffness val
was little warning before member failure and ductili
3.2 Material Characteristics
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.Test Results
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F Column Failure

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
•L Deflection (mm)

Fig. 7 Load-Deflection Values

ue for the column. There
ty appeared limited.

Companion creep tests carried out using 150 mm times 300 mm cylinders indicated
a creep coefficient of 4.0 at 14 years. A shrinkage strain of approximately
200x10 at 14 years was observed. Cylinders cast and stored in the test house
with the speeimens, and then tested at 14.5 years had an average strength gain
of 0.2 times the initial compressive strength.

4. ANALYSIS

An initial objective of the study [1] was to establish a simple and reasonably
accurate model of column section behavior for the prediction of member response
to short-time loading, sustained loading and short-time loading following
sustained load. The model was to consider the accepted physical characteristics
of concrete. Similar modeis applicable to uncracked reinforced or prestressed
concrete members with low stress intensities have been developed recently [6].
4.1 Material and Section Model

Moment-curvature-time data (not shown) [1,3] obtained during the initial 0.6
years of the study were used to develop _time-dependent-s^tress-!3train (tdss)
curves with the following characteristics:
- a parabolic form up to a maximum resistance of 0.95 V at e (~ 0.002) and

a descending branch, for short-time loading.
- a reduction in maximum resistance to 0.75 f due to long-term sustained

stress.
- a bilinear creep function applied to the short time stress-strain curve,

based on Reference [7].
- a creep coefficient of 4.2 at 14 years.
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Analysing the füll 15 year data set, Traynor included hardening using a linear
log time function for continued concrete hydration in predicting short-time
concrete response subsequent to sustained loading [8]. A series of tdss curves
(Figure 8) were developed to create a corresponding set of moment-curvature
curves for a known section corresponding to a desired loading history (Figure 9).
The moment-curvature data form input to a member analysis routine, Newmark's
Method [9] in this case. For reloading after t the deformed configuration due

to sustained load was taken as an initial imperfection in the short time
reloading analysis. Traynor developed the Computer code ECCENT (TWH) for member
analysis. The results obtained are identified in Figures 6 and 7 by the code
name.

4.2 Member Model

Member responses were obtained from a quasi-static, single point collocation
propagation analysis due to Hellesland 110]. The model of the concrete fiber
behavior includes creep, shrinkage, strength loss and hydration effects. Use
of the model requires data about concrete strength, creep coefficient and
shrinkage as well as member geometry. A uniform sectional behavior is assumed
throughout the member.

4.3 Comparisons

Both the ECCENT (THW) and Hellesland analyses predict behavior satisfactorily
(Figures 6 and 7 In Figure 7,
ECCENT (TWH) underestimates the
deflection at the end of sustained
loading period for Column S2 while the
converse is true for Column S7.
Failure loads are predicted well and
the hardening after sustained load is
reflected by the analysis. The
Hellesland Model predicts failure loads
but underestimates the stiffness upon
reloading (Figure 7). The rapid
increase in midheight deflection under
sustained load as failure approaches
can be modelled using both analyses.
However, predictions of failure time
are difficult because of the

5U

Tp«.I Ri»-...!.-.
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1

E HELLESLAND J

6^
l f Column Failure 1 /

|JU h
14

'S 20 / J
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' i i i i
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Fig. 10 Deflection-Time Results
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uncertainty associated with prediction of concrete properties and short- and

long-term deflections (Figure 10).

The following ratio« were calculated in terms of observed to calculated values:
- failure times(logarithmic scale) ranged from 0.80 to 1.15 for both analyses.
- deflections including short-time and sustained loading, and reloading were

between 0.8 and 1.6 at 14 years using the ECCENT (THW) analysis. (The
Hellesland analysis tended to overestimate deflections upon reloading).

- ultimate capacities upon loading after sustained loading were 0.95 to 1.25
from both analyses.

- the ranges of the ratios quoted above are not unlike the deviations associated
with the short-time behavior prediction of columns [11].

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained indicate that it is possible to apply time-dependent-stress
-strain curves to predict the response of eccentrically loaded columns to
complex loading histories, if the creep coefficient and strength of the column
concrete can be established. Such curves are easily applied in design practice.
The test results provide confidence in the current calculation procedures
advocated in ACI 318-83 for column strength under sustained load.
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7. NOTATION

e - eccentricity with respect to centroid, fj, - concrete cylinder strength
h - overall length of column, Nc - elastic critical load based on gross
transformed section short time, Nf - axial load resulting in failure, Nf -
see Table 1, N - sustained axial load, N - see Table 1, N axial load's s o

capacity at zero eccentricity <f> 1.0, tf - time of failure, t - time under

sustained load, e - strain at maximum fiber stress, X - slenderness ratio.' o
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SUMMARY
This paper describes the technique which has been developed to measure longitudinal reinforcement
strains in reinforced concrete tension members. A programme of short-term tests has been completed
to date. The testing procedure is described and preliminary results presented.

RESUME
Cette contribution decrit les techniques developpees pour mesurer les allongements relatifs de l'acier
d'armature dans des tirants en beton arm§. Un programme d'essais de courte duree a 6t6 realise. Le
procede d'essais et les premiers resultats sont presentes.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Der Beitrag beschreibt eine eigensentwickelte Technik der Dehnungsmessung in der Längsbewehrung
von Zuggliedern aus Stahlbeton. Eine Serie von Kurzzeitversuchen ist bis heute durchgeführt worden.
Die Versuchsdurchführung wird beschrieben und die ersten Ergebnisse werden vorgestellt.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Calculation of the deflection of reinforced concrete structures requires an accurate
assessment of the stiffnesses of the constituent members. With beams, in particular
this is influenced considerably by the behaviour of the concrete in tension below
the neutral axis.
Previous experimental work in this field has involved surface strain measurements
on beams or tension speeimens tested in the laboratory. The authors believed that
useful further advances would result from a detailed study of the reinforcement
strains themselves, particularly as modern strain measuring technology and data
acquisition Systems would permit this to be undertaken in a far more detailed manner

than had been attempted previously [1, 2].
This is being achieved through a series of tests on tension speeimens using inter-
nally strain-gauged reinforcing rods. Three series of tests are being undertaken
covering short-term incremental, long-term sustained and long-term cyclic loadings.
The short-term testing programme is now complete and long-term sustained load tests
are currently in progress. Cyclic loading tests will commence later this year.
This paper describes the strain-gauging technique which has been developed to
measure the longitudinal reinforcement strains. Details of the testing procedure
and preliminary results for the short-term tests are presented.

2. JMEASUREMENT OF LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT STRAINS

A prime consideration when selecting a technique for measuring reinforcement strains
is to avoid altering the bond characteristic through degradation of the steel/
concrete interface. This effectively precludes bonding electric resistance strain
gauges to the surface of the rod since the gauges and their associated lead wires
disturb the stress fields around the reinforcement and the concrete. Consequently
a Solution was sought which would involve mounting strain gauges inside the
reinforcement and thus leave the interface undisturbed.
The technique which was tried out and subsequently adopted involved milling two
reinforcing rods down to a half round and then machining a longitudinal groove in
each to accommodate the strain gauges and their wiring. After installation of the
gauges the two halves were then glued together so that outwardly they had the
appearance of a normal reinforcing rod, but with the lead wires Coming out at the
ends.

Early results using comparatively short rods were extremely promising [3] and have
led to the development of the technique to the stage where eighty four strain
gauges, each connected with three lead wires, can be installed in a 5 mm x 5 mm

duct inside a rod 2.6 m long.
The space available in the duct is severely limited and has necessitated using
very small diameter lead wires. A two wire, common dummy, installation was
tried at first but gave problems with stability since the small lead wires were
necessarily about four metres long. This was largely cured by changing to a three
wire, common dummy Situation, despite requiring even smaller lead wires.

3. DATA COLLECTION

An automated data collection system was obviously essential in order to handle the
large quantities of data that the tests would generate. The chosen system, which
has been described in detail elsewhere [4, 5] consists of two units; a data logger
and a supervising microcomputer.
The logger handles 208 input Channels using constant current energisation which
is switched to each Channel in turn by reed-relay Scanners.
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The microcomputer controls the logger using purpose-written interfacing Software
and handles data storage on twin floppy disks. Software data transfer to a main-
frame Computer is also available which makes the power of a large machine available

for subsequent data analysis.

4. SPECIMEN DETAILS

The twelve speeimens for the short-term tests were all 1500 mm long with cross-
sections ranging from 70 x 70 mm up to 200 x 200 mm. They were reinforced with
either 12 mm or 20 mm diameter strain gauged rods, positioned centrally. Both
piain mild steel and ribbed high yield steel reinforcement was used. Details of
the speeimens are given in Table 1.

A number of different strain gauge layouts were tried with the early speeimens
but eventually a Standard layout having 80 gauges each of 3 mm gauge length,
spaced at 12.5 mm intervals along alternate halves of the central metre of each
rod was adopted.

All speeimens carried sets of Demec gauge points (200 mm gauge length) to allow
measurement of average surface strains. Some speeimens also contained embedment
strain gauges (12 mm gauge length, overall size 30mmx 9mmx 2.5 mm). These
were always restricted to one half of the speeimens as it was considered that
they might act as crack inducers. Depending on the speeimen cross-section one,
two or three rows of embedment gauges have been used to investigate the strain
gradients from the reinforcing rod to the surface of the concrete.
Concrete for the speeimens had a maximum aggregate size of 10 mm (determined by
the spacing of the embedment gauges), a water:cement ratio of 0.6 and an aggre-
gate.cement ratio of 5.5. Test cubes and cylinders were cast along with each
speeimen for determination of compressive strength and indirect tensile strength
respectively.
Before concreting the rods were mounted in the test rig and load cycled in order
to check fully the installation, and minimise any hysteresis. The results from
this procedure were also used to calculate a Young's modulus value for each rod.

5. TESTING EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

The short-term tests were conducted in a purpose-built test rig and were each
completed within one day. A manual hydraulic loading system was employed with
the jack being located at the bottom of the speeimen. Loading was measured by a

flat load cell at the top of the speeimen and displayed on a meter giving a
direct digital read-out. The voltage Output from the load cell was also connected

directly into the data logger via an Output from the meter.
The speeimens were loaded incrementally with the increment sizes adjusted as the
tests proeeeded to reflect the rates at which changes were oecurring within the
speeimen. In particular very detailed information was sought immediately before
and after the formation of cracks and this often demanded load increments as
fine as 0.5 kN.

The applied load and a füll set of strain gauge readings were read and stored at
every load stage. Time constraints precluded Demec readings being taken at all
load stages, so a selective procedure was adopted with emphasis being given to
the period during which the cracks formed. Crack widths were measured, when
appropriate, at the same time as the Demecs, using an Ultra-Lomara 250 b micro-
scope.

Loading of the speeimens was halted when the reinforcement had fully yielded.
With mild steel rods this often resulted in very high strain readings.
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Sectlon

(mm x mm)

Bar Type
& Dia (mm)

R-Mlld
T-Torbar

%

Reinforcement
Embedment

Gauges

Yes/No

Age At
Test

(days)

Cube
Strength
At Test

(N/mm2)

Indlrect
Tensile
Strength
At Test
(N/mm2)

No. of
Cracks

Applied
Load At
First
Crack
(kN)

Reinforcement
Strain At
First Crack

(roicrostrain)

Applied
Load At

Last
Crack
(kN)

Reinforcement
Strain At
Last Crack

(mlcrostraln)

70 x 70» Hl 2 1.80 No 28 45.5 3.1 5 12.0 134 15.5 161

70 x 70 B12 1.80 No 29 46.7 2.8 5 12.0 85 14.5 117

70 x 70 T12 1.80 No 28 47 .3 3.0 8 12.5 120 18.5 177

100 X 100 R12 0.88 No 29 41.5 3.0 3 20.0 109 28.0 171

100 X 100 T12 0.88 Yes 29 45.0 2.7 4 18.0 98 30.0 162

100 X 100 1.20 2.65 No 28 38.7 2.8 4 25.0 80 45.0 375

100 X 100 T20 2.65 Yes 28 46.7 3.1 7 12.5 52 40.0 281

140 x 140 T12 0.45 No 28 54.0 3.1 2 47.5 99 47.5 99

140 x 140 B20 1.35 No 29 42.0 3.1 2 47.5 165 55.0 223

140 x 140 T20 1.35 Yes 28 54.7 2.8 4 35.0 103 80.0 568

200 X 200 T20 0.66 Yes 28 60.3 3.1 1 65.0 83 - -

* No gross yield of reinforcement

Table 1: Speeimen Details and Test Results
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Two tests had to be repeated. In the case of a 100 mm x 100 mm speeimen having
a 12 mm diameter high yield rod this was due to strain gauge stability problems
and failure of the load measuring instrumentation during the test. It does not
appear in Table 1. The 70 mm x 70 mm speeimen having a 12 mm diameter mild steel
rod was repeated because the expected gross yield of the reinforcement was not
observed. Subsequent hardness measurements revealed that the rod was unusually
hard, thus having an atypically high yield strength.

6. RESULTS

Results for the short-term speeimens are summarized in Table 1.

The cracks generally formed on the cast face of the speeimens possibly due to
the concrete being less completely compacted adjacent to the free surface and
so having a lower Young's modulus. Once formed they usually extend around three
faces of the speeimen with compressive strains being recorded on the back face.
Only occasionally would a crack propogate right round the speeimen, and then
usually only at high load levels.
More cracks formed in speeimens reinforced with Torbar than in those reinforced
with the piain mild steel rods, all other things being equal. Typical
longitudinal strain distributions for R12 and T12 100 mm x 100 mm speeimens are
shown in Figures 1 and 2 and it can be seen that the changing strain profiles
as the cracks developed have been clearly recorded.

Often quite considerable bending was recorded at the cracks, but away from the
cracks the strain distributions were remarkably linear indicating near constant
bond stresses along the speeimens. These were higher in the case of the Torbar
speeimens, as would be expected.

It was common for peak reinforcement strains at the cracks to be higher than the
rod strains outside the concrete, due to bending initiated by the cracking, and
consequently gross yield in the mild steel rods always occured at a crack. There
is some evidence to suggest that slipping between the reinforcement and the
concrete, again at the cracks, was oecurring with the mild steel rods but not with
the Torbar. Debonding at the ends of the speeimens was also observed when it
extended into the strain-gauged section of the rods.
Reinforcement strains just prior to the formation of the final cracks could be
surprisingly high (see Table 1), while in contrast there were strong indications
that with speeimens containing embedment gauges the first cracks formed at strains
which were atypically low. With these speeimens the first crack always formed in
the region of an embedment gauge.

However, the embedment gauges have yielded useful information regarding strain
profiles across the ooncrete and are giving an interesting indication of how load
is shared between the reinforcement and the concrete particularly prior to
cracking.
The above observations are based on an initial assessment of the large amount of
numerical data generated by an investigation of this type. Much more detailed
discussion will be possible when the data has been fully analysed using Computer
Software which is currently being developed.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The technique of internally strain gauging reinforcing rods has been developed
to the stage where reliable detailed strain distributions can be obtained, even
over long time periods.
The programme of tests already completed is enabling an improved understanding
of tension stiffening and bond behaviour to be obtained for short-term loading
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conditions, and long-term tests are currently in progress which are enabling time-
dependent effects to be studied.
Results to date are most encouraging and a füll programme of analysis is currently
being undertaken.
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SUMMARY
Reinforced concrete structures are suited in a particular way to withstand impact and impulsive loading.

In contrast to static loads there may be considerable excedance of the limits of elastic behaviour.
In addition to the strain limitations, deformation limits for the design have to be defined and
determined. Gaps in our knowledge concerning this field have become obvious in recent years. The subject
of this paper is a survey on how to succeed in closing these gaps.

RESUME
Les structures en beton arme sont tres appropriees pour reprendre des chocs de haute intensite. Par

Opposition aux sollicitations statiques, des deformations au-delä de la limite elastique sont possibles.
En plus de la limitation des contraintes, il faut egalement prescrire des limites aux deformations. Ces

derniers temps sont apparus des manques de connaissances evidents dans ce domaine que cette contribution

essaye de combler.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Stahlbetonkonstruktionen sind in besonderem Masse geeignet, Stoss- und Impulsbelastungen hoher
Intensität zu widerstehen. Im Gegensatz zu statischen Beanspruchungen dürfen dabei die Grenzen
elastischen Verhaltens erheblich überschritten werden. Zusätzlich zu Begrenzungen der Spannungen
müssen auch Verformungsgrenzen für den Entwurf definiert und festgelegt werden. Kenntnislücken
auf diesem Gebiet sind in letzter Zeit offensichtlich geworden. Über Bemühungen, die Lücken zu
schliessen und deren Erfolge wird kurz berichtet.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Definitions in Standards for the design of reinforced concrete
structural members against impact and impulsive loading with
high intensity differ from definitions established for static
loads in such a way that besides the stress limits also limits
for deformations have to be stated. This is still a rather new
field and knowledge herein is imcomplete. Only in the past years
relevant investigations - experimental and theoretical-numerical
- have been performed; their results being the basis for an
initial approach to set up rules. Further investigations are still
necessary, especially experimental ones, to generalize the so
far attained findings and place them on a broad basis.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Reinforced concrete structures are well suited to withstand
impact and impulsive loads of high intensity. They have a large
mass and may reach, by an appropriate constructive design, large
plastic deformations. The fact that the ability to strongly
deform under short-term loading is essential, may be clarified by
comparison of a simple reinforced concrete beam under static and
short-term loading. With static loading, the deformation in the
elastic ränge increases proportional with the load (fig. 1).
When yielding starts in the cross-section, the deformation
increases overproportional and after reaching the maximum value R
of the force-deformation-curve (limit load), a point has been
reached beyond with statical allowable conditions become
impossible.

Static Load

Equilibrium

flu

_tF

Ä *

Rh

Impact Load

Equations of
Motion

F

Fig. 1

Simply supported beam
under static and
under impact load.
Load-defleetion-
diagram and
characteristic values.
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However, impact loads may exceed the value iR (fig. 2). The
structural member then follows the equations of motion.
The portion of the applying load F exceeding the value R R(w)
causes an accelerated deformation, mainly in the plastic ränge.
Inertia forces, however, counteract this movement.
The plastic deformation is completed, if the impact force F

drops below the actual value of R. To analyse the behaviour of the
beam it is necessary that the curve R(w), and for a design
formulation the value w (fig. 1) is known.
The Solution of these problems is complicated insomuch as yield
stress and tensile strength depend on the strain rate (fig. 3).
Some results of the investigation confirm a similar dependence
of the fracture deformation /1/.

Fit
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^^mniy^

ßa [t)
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Eig. 2
Impact loaded beam.
Impact forcertime
diagram, simple one-degree-
of-freedom-system and
resistance-defleetion-
curve.

FitR

LH T.

3- INVESTIGATIONS, RESULTS, DEFINITONS

In the past years, extensive investigations, regarding a Solution
of these problems, were performed in the Federal Republic

of Germany, also in Great Britain, France, Switzerland, the
Netherlands and some other countries. A RILEM-Symposium in 1982
also treated this topic in detail /2/.
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'. e2

e < e. < e

Fig. 3
Strain rate effect
on reinforcing
steel, schematical
representation /6/
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For impulsive loading and stresses due "soft missile impact",
requirements on strain and deformation limits in plastic hinges
can now be established, because of recent investigations. In the
german nuclear code draft KTA 2203 /3/, the strain in the rein-*
forcement, have been limited to 0.8-times that of the uniform
elongation in tension tests (1.6 % 2.5 %). Regarding the
rotational capacity 8 of a yield hinge, the value from ACI
349-76 /4/, p

d <
9 0.0065 - 0.07

p x
was assumed for the limitation of rotation in plastic hinges,
still requiring a re-examination. A survey on so far existing
definitions is given in fig. 4.
The dependence of the material strength on the strain rate has
been reflected in factors only by ACI 349-76. Investigations at
the Federal Institute for Material Testing (BAM) confirm these
Statements /6/, fig. 5.
The safety assessment still has not been solved with stating
these requirements, because safety factors were introduced for
both stress limits and deformation limits whose coupling depends
upon the overall system under consideration /7/.

4. SCOPE

First steps have been made to determine and define the properties
of reinforced concrete structural members under impact and

impulsive loading necessary for the engineer to design a structure.
Further investigations, especially tests, are required to

close the still existing gaps in knowledge. One question would,
for example, concern the validity ränge of the meanwhile determined

mathematical interrelationships describing the dependence
of material characteristic values on the strain rate, but also
the question regarding the influence of the strain rate history
/6/.
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Reinforced Concrete Structural Members /

Reinforcing Steel

ULTIMATE DEFORMATION
Design Values / Observed Values

CEB Model Code (8.3): Plastic Rotation (static load):

r 0.007 for x/d 0.6
i X '
p'u l 0.040 for x/d 0.1

ACI_349-,76: Plastic Rotation (static and dynamic load):

IT „ 0.0065 d/x 1 0.07
p ,u

KTA_2203 (draft 1983): Plastic Rotation:

(•JL „ 0.0065 d/x £ 0.07p, u

Uniform plastic strain in reinforcement:

-*d,u 0.8 Ag
<= 2.5* *)

Observed Values (BAM - Investigation):
f 0.19

i,obs,u \ '.

I 0.08

0- / 0.19 (dyn.load, f„ 420 MPA)
'Vp.obs.u \ 1

stat.load,f 1100 MPa)
y

4*
A uniform plastic elongation in tension test

O

Fig. 4 Requirements for deformation of plastic hinges or
strain in reinforcemnet bars. Comparison of design
values in several codes with observed values
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fy»o y.imp' y,o
N/mm2 ACI 349-76 BAM-Investig.

280 120 %

350 115 %

420 110 % 111 %

1100 100 % 100 %

Fig. 5 Strain rate dependent strength of
reinforcing steel
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Conclusions to Seminar IX
Developments in the Design of Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete Structures

Renaud FAVRE
Professor
Swiss Fed. Inst, of Technology
Lausanne, Switzerland

Five papers were presented orally at this session by Messrs. M. Fukuhara,
Japan; R. Favre, Switzerland; J. Schlaich, Federal Republic of Germany;
G. Causse, France; and R. Green, Canada. The session had a good success
with 200 participants. The call for papers based on Mr. Wicke's general
report had provoked 46 responses which had to be reduced to 8 contributions
for the Final Report. The design of reinforced concrete and prestressed
concrete structures remain among the most attractive topics.

It is clear that concrete structures, with their enormous economic impact,
with sophisticated methods of construction, with time-dependent effects
such as creep and shrinkage, give rise to a lot of interesting problems.
In recent years, the public was especially confronted with the serviceability,
the durability and aesthetical aspects. Engineers have the bad feeling that a
considerable part of their analysis is useless and does not help to design
the desired good and economic structure, and that many important aspects are
not considered in the analysis because of lack of knowledge.

This session has contributed to fill some gaps. Detailing, one of the most
important parts in the design process, has generally been treated in a

subjective way. A consistent design of reinforced concrete structures, as
already developed by the author within CEB, has been presented. Use of
concrete columns in tall buildings, associated with big earthquake loads,
needs shear reinforcement which can be realized with stirrups made of high
resistance steel. The long term behaviour of columns has a big impact in
the case of second order problems. Also in the usual case of braced columns
in a building, normally with a moderate slenderness ratio, one has to take
into account the long-term behaviour for the serviceability limit State.
It has been shown how a design procedure, based on a verification of the
section resistance of a column under the combined action of a normal force
N and a bending moment M, should advantageously be replaced by a procedure
based on N and imposed angle deformations at both ends of the column.

Finally, the excellent behaviour of model test scale 1 : 1 of a bridge
girder with spatial truss similar to the Bubiyan bridge construction in
Kuwait was presented.
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